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Electrically induced reorientation of nematic liquid crystal (NLC) molecules caused by dielectric

anisotropy of the material is a fundamental phenomenon widely used in modern technologies. Its Achilles

heel is a slow (millisecond) relaxation from the field-on to the field-off state. We present an electro-optic

effect in an NLC with a response time of about 30 ns to both the field-on and field-off switching. This

effect is caused by the electric field induced modification of the order parameters and does not require

reorientation of the optic axis (director).
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Nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) have revolutionized the
way optical information is presented and processed [1].
The main feature that makes NLCs unique as an electro-
optic medium is their long-range orientational order. NLC
molecules are of an anisometric shape, in most cases
resembling an elongated rod. Their average orientation is
called the director n̂. The director is also the optic axis of
an NLC with the birefringence �n ¼ ne � no, where ne
and no are the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indi-
ces, respectively. Electro-optical applications exploit the
so-called Frederiks effect, i.e., the reorientation of n̂ in a
low-frequency electric field caused by anisotropy of di-
electric susceptibility �" ¼ "k � "? > 0; "k and "? are

the permittivities measured parallel to n̂ and perpendicular
to it, respectively. When field E is applied, the director n̂
realigns along E if �" > 0 and perpendicular to E if
�" < 0. The reorientation time is approximately �Fon �
�="0j�"jE2, where � is the rotational viscosity and "0 is
the electric constant. A strong field can realign an NLC
rather quickly, within 100 ns [2]. However, a slow relaxa-
tion to the field-off state creates a bottleneck. When the
field is switched off, the elastic nature of NLC forces n̂ to
return to its original orientation set up by the surface
treatment of the cell’s plates (surface anchoring). The
relaxation time of this passive process is determined by
the elastic constant K of the NLC and by the thickness d of
the cell, �Foff � �d2=K�2. For typical K ¼ 10 pN, d ¼
5 �m, � ¼ 0:1 Pa s, the relaxation is slow, �Foff � 25 ms.

In this Letter, we demonstrate an electro-optic effect in
which both the field-on and field-off switching is fast,
on the order of nanoseconds and tens of nanoseconds.
The effect is based on electrically induced modification
of the order parameters (EMOP) of NLCs rather than on
the Frederiks reorientation of n̂.

The difference between the two types of electro-optic
response is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, using the
concept of the dielectric tensor at optical frequencies (optic
tensor). The two principal components of the optic tensor
are ~"k ¼ n2e and ~"? ¼ n2o, such that �~" ¼ ~"k � ~"? > 0,
Fig. 1(a). Consider the case when the low-frequency

dielectric anisotropy is negative, �" ¼ "k � "? < 0. In
the Frederiks effect, E is applied parallel to n̂, so that the
director reorients to become perpendicular to E, Fig. 1(b)
[1,3]. In the EMOP effect, E is applied perpendicularly
to n̂, to avoid director reorientation. The electric field
changes the components of the optic tensor, Fig. 1(c):

FIG. 1 (color online). Ellipsoid of optic tensor. (a) Uniaxial
NLC with �n > 0, �" < 0, and n̂ along the z axis. (b) Frederiks
transition: n̂ reoriented by electric field E applied along the z
direction. (c) Electrically modified order parameter (EMOP)
effect: Electric field E along the x axis increases ~"x and ~"z,
while decreasing ~"y. (d) Field-off and field-on optical ellipsoids

are shown together for comparison.
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~"x ¼ ~"? þ �~"x; ~"y ¼ ~"? þ �~"y; ~"z ¼ ~"k þ �~"z. These

changes should manifest in phase retardation of light trav-
eling through the NLC and thus provide the means for
electro-optical switching. For example, when the NLC is
viewed between two crossed polarizers, the change in
phase retardation is converted into a change in light inten-
sity, similar to the Frederiks effect. The principal differ-
ence is that the EMOP is a microscopic effect; its response
time is determined by the coupling of the optic tensor of an
NLC to E. Such a response should be significantly faster
than the off time �Foff / d2 of the Frederiks effect deter-

mined by macroscopic effects. Figure 2(a) demonstrates
the main result of this work, an electro-optic switching
of the NLC with the response time well below 100 ns to
both the field-on and field-off driving.

The very possibility of the field-induced modification of
the nematic order parameter (OP) is recognized and well
known [4–7]. For example, if E is parallel to n̂, it causes a
uniaxial modification of �" ¼ "k � "? and �~" ¼ ~"k �
~"?, see, e.g., Ref. [5], where the field-induced changes are
described by the modification of the orientational ordering
of the long molecular axes. The field applied normally to n̂
can lift the degeneracy of the transversal permittivity,
producing a biaxial modification [5,6,8–11]. The field
can also modify the fluctuations of n̂ [4,11–15]. The effect
of fluctuations is detrimental; as when the field is switched
off, they relax to their field-free spectrum slowly, with a
characteristic time up to �Foff . We avoid the contribution of

director fluctuations to the optical response by a special
design of light propagation, as explained below.

We used 40-butyl-4-heptyl-bicyclohexyl-4-carbonitrile
(CCN-47) (Nematel GmbH, Germany) with the NLC phase
in the temperature range T ¼ 31–58 �C. CCN-47 is dielec-
trically negative,�" < 0. At T ¼ 40 �C,�n ¼ ne � no ¼
0:029, and�" ¼ �5:1 at field frequencies (1–50) kHz. The
NLC cell is 4:2 �m thick. The anchoring direction is along
the z axis in the plane of the cell, Fig. 2(b). The field is
applied across the cell, along the x axis, by two indium tin
oxide (ITO) electrodes of a small area,A ¼ 9 mm2. Voltage
pulses of amplitudeU0 up to 1 kVwith nanosecond rise and
fall fronts were generated by a pulse generator HV 1000

(Direct Energy). Their profile was experimentally deter-
mined with an oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 2014 (sampling
rate 1� 109 samples=s). The field changes the optic tensor

�~"x ¼ �1
3�~"u þ 1

2�~"b þ ðhn2xiE � hn2xi0Þðn2e � n2oÞ;
�~"y ¼ �1

3�~"u � 1
2�~"b;

�~"z ¼ 2
3�~"u � ðhn2xiE � hn2xi0Þðn2e � n2oÞ: (1)

Here, �~"u is the field-induced enhancement of optical
anisotropy caused by the uniaxial OP change; �~"b is
the field-induced biaxiality of the optic tensor; hn2xi is the
average of the fluctuating director components along the x
axis that depends on the electric field; the subscripts E and
0 indicate whether the value corresponds to the field-on or
field-off case, respectively. We use a probing light beam
that impinges on the NLC cell at 45�; the light is polarized
at 45� to the plane of incidence, Fig. 2(b). The field-
induced quantities �~"x, �~"y, and �~"z are small; thus the

field-induced effective birefringence can be expanded in
the power series, with the linear term corresponding to our
setup,

�n ¼ n2oð2n2o � n2pÞ�~"z þ n2pn
2
e�~"x � 2nen

3
o�~"y

4nen
3
o

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2o � n2p=2

q : (2)

Because the refractive indices of CCN-47, no ¼ 1:47,
ne ¼ 1:50, and the prisms, np ¼ 1:52, are close, the con-

tribution of slowly relaxing director fluctuations is practi-
cally eliminated, and the field-induced change �n of
birefringence is determined by �~"u and �~"b:

�n ¼ 1

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2o þ n2e

p
�
�~"u þ 3

2
�~"b

�
: (3)

Dynamics of �nðtÞ in response to the voltage pulses was
determined by measuring the intensity of a He-Ne laser
beam (wavelength � ¼ 633 nm) probing the cell as shown
in Fig. 2(b),

IðtÞ ¼ I0sin
2

�
�½�nðtÞ þ�neff�d

�
þ�SB

2

�
;

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) EMOP effect: field-induced changes in birefringence �n (blue) follow both the ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ edges of
rectangular voltage pulses U (red) with a characteristic response time of about 30 ns; NLC CCN-47; T ¼ 45 �C. (b) Experimental
setup: NLC cell sandwiched between two 45� prisms.
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where �neff is the effective birefringence without the field;
�SB is the adjustable phase of the Soleil-Babinet compen-
sator. The phase�SB was adjusted in order to (a) maximize
the sensitivity of measurements to �nðtÞ by setting �SB to
one of the�m ¼ �ðmþ 1

2Þ � ð2��neffd=�Þ, wherem is an

integer, and (b) verify that the intensity change �I is
caused by the EMOP effect (�I ! ��I when �m !
�mþ1) and not by the light scattering (�I ! �I when
�m ! �mþ1) [16].

The most striking feature of the EMOP effect in Fig. 2(a)
is that both the field-on and field-off switching show an
extremely fast (tens of nanoseconds) response, a phenome-
non very different from the Frederiks transition. In what
follows, we analyze the EMOP dynamics and demonstrate
that (a) the field-on and field-off response times are practi-
cally the same, and (b) the field-induced birefringence is a
sum of the uniaxial �~"u and biaxial �~"b contributions to
the optic tensor changes.

Figure 3(a) shows the birefringence change caused by a
single voltage pulse of a duration 394 ns. To analyze the
dependence �nðtÞ, we model the dynamics of the field-
induced uniaxial �~"u and biaxial �~"b contributions to the
optic tensor by the Landau-Khalatnikov approach [17]:

�i
d�~"iðtÞ

dt
¼ �iE

2ðtÞ � �~"iðtÞ; (4)

where the subscript i should read u if the equation
describes the uniaxial contribution and b for the biaxial
effect; �u and �b are the corresponding relaxation times;
�u and �b are the susceptibilities to the applied field.
Equation (4) has a general solution

�~"iðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

�iE
2ðt0Þ
�i

exp

�
t0 � t

�i

�
dt0 (5)

that is used to fit the experimental �nðtÞ. In the inte-
grand, the time dependence EðtÞ of the field acting on
the NLC cell is described by a sum of exponential
functions

Eðton � t � toffÞ ¼ U0

d

�
e�ðt�tonÞ=�a

1� �RC=�a
� e�ðt�tonÞ=�on

1� �RC=�on
� ð�a � �onÞe�ðt�tonÞ=�RC

ð�a � �RCÞð1� �on=�RCÞ
�
;

Eðt > toffÞ ¼ EðtoffÞe�ðt�toff Þ=�RC þ U0

dð1� �RC=�offÞ ½e
�ðt�toff Þ=�off � e�ðt�toff Þ=�RC�;

(6)

where �RC ¼ RC � 7 ns is the RC time of the cell, R �
43 � is the resistance of cell electrodes, C � 160 pF is the
cell capacitance measured at T ¼ 45 �C. The characteristic
times of the voltage pulse, namely, the rise time of the front
edge �on, the fall down time of the rear edge �off , and the
time of slow decay of the pulse amplitude �a, were ob-
tained by fitting the pulse profile, Fig. 3,

Uðt<tonÞ¼0;

Uðton� t� toffÞ¼U0½e�ðt�tonÞ=�a �e�ðt�tonÞ=�on�; and

Uðt>toffÞ¼UðtoffÞe�ðt�toff Þ=�off ; (7)

where ton and toff are the moments when the field is
switched on and off, respectively. With the known EðtÞ,

we fit the experimental �nðtÞ in Fig. 3(a) using the solu-
tions (5) for the uniaxial and biaxial modifications of the
optic tensor. The fitting parameters are �u, �b, �u, and �b.
The fitting shows that the response �nðtÞ to the voltage

change (including the on and off parts) is well described by
the sum of two exponential processes of approximately
equal amplitudes but with distinct relaxation times. One
process is ‘‘slow,’’ with the relaxation time �30 ns; the
second process [dashed line in Fig. 3(a)] is very fast, with a
relaxation time �2 ns or even less (at the limit of our
experiment accuracy).
The temperature dependences of �u and �b as one

approaches the nematic-to-isotropic phase transition are
very different from each other, Fig. 3(c). The value of �u

increases dramatically, while �b shows a small decline.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Birefringence change �n (gray dots)
in response to a voltage pulse U (red) at T ¼ 43 �C is fitted with
Eqs. (3) and (5), �u ¼ 31 ns, �b ¼ 1:76 ns, �u ¼ 6:5�
10�20 m2 V�2, �b ¼ 4:7� 10�20 m2 V�2 (solid black line).
The blue dashed line shows the biaxial contribution with �b ¼
1:76 ns and �b ¼ 4:7� 10�20 m2 V�2. Fitting of the voltage
profile by Eq. (7) with U0 ¼ 626 V, �on ¼ 3:2 ns, �off ¼ 3:2 ns,
�a ¼ 18 �s, ton ¼ 93 ns, and toff ¼ 487 ns provides no visible
deviations from experimental points. (b) The fitting parameters
for uniaxial and biaxial contributions are field independent, as in
the theoretical model. (c) Temperature dependences of �u, �b,
and �u.
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This distinct behavior suggests that the slower process
characterized by �u should be attributed to the dynamics
of uniaxial contribution �~"u and that the faster process
with �b should be attributed to the biaxial contribution
�~"b. The reason is that the free energy density near the
nematic-to-isotropic transition has a vanishing dependence
on the uniaxial OP and a sharp parabolic dependence on
the biaxial OP [4]. The increase of susceptibility �b at
lower temperatures can be attributed to proximity of a
hidden uniaxial-to-biaxial nematic phase transition. This
transition is not observed experimentally, as the material
transforms into a smectic A phase upon cooling. The latter
might also explain why�u increases at lower temperatures:
formation of fluctuative smectic clusters near the nematic-
to-smectic transition can be enhanced in presence of the
electric field.

To summarize, we describe a new electro-optic effect in
liquid crystals. We call it an EMOP effect, to stress that the
phenomenon is caused by electrically induced modifica-
tion of the order parameter (optic tensor) rather than by
realignment of the director. The main distinctive feature of
this effect is an extremely fast, nanoseconds and tens of
nanoseconds, response to the electric field. The fast
response characterizes both the field-on and field-off stages
of switching. The nanosecond dynamics of the EMOP
effect are drastically different from the slow (milliseconds)
field-off director relaxation in the Frederiks effect. The
field-induced changes of birefringence �n� 10�3 might
appear modest. Three comments are in order here. First,
the quantity of interest in electro-optical applications is
focused on the phase retardation �ðtÞ / L, where L is the
pathway of light that can be made large. Second, the
measured values �n� 10�3 are obtained for a material
in which the natural field-free�n is rather small (0.03);�n
and thus �n can be increased through chemical synthesis.
Third, the EMOP effect can be enhanced in materials that
are predisposed to a local biaxial order, such as bent-core
mesogens. Further improvement in the switching speed can
be achieved by using ultrashort voltage pulses to trigger
only the fast (biaxial) EMOP response.

EMOP is a new member of the broad family of the Kerr-
type effects, in which the field induced changes of bire-
fringence grow with the square of an applied electric field.
The classic Kerr effect is observed in isotropic fluids. Past
research has revealed that the Kerr effect is strongly
enhanced in the vicinity of the isotropic-to-nematic phase
transition [5–7,18–21]. By staging the field-induced
changes in the standard nematic and by eliminating the
detrimental influence of director fluctuations, we demon-
strate record-breaking response times and identify the
mechanisms behind the effect, associated with uniaxial
and biaxial modifications of the optic tensor. A complete
description of the biaxial nematic phase requires four OPs
which define the uniaxial and biaxial orders of the long and
short molecular axes [22]. Our experiments are well fitted

with only two relaxation processes. The reasons might be
as follows. First, the relaxation times of some of the four
OPs might be similar to each other. Second, the EMOP
effect is likely to be affected most strongly by the follow-
ing two OPs: (i) uniaxial ordering of long molecular axes
and (ii) biaxial ordering of short molecular axes. These two
OPs are predicted to be dominant in the spontaneous
biaxial nematic phase [23,24]. The same OPs are expected
to be dominant in our experiment, since changes in the
uniaxial ordering (i) cause strong changes in optical an-
isotropy and the biaxial ordering (ii) is affected by inter-
actions of transverse molecular dipoles with the applied
electric field. Further studies are needed to clarify the
possible contributions of other OPs; this work is in
progress.
The essence of EMOP embraces a much broader range

of materials and driving forces than is presented in this
Letter. Instead of the voltage pulses, one can employ the
electric field of a light wave to modify the optic tensor,
similar to what was extensively studied in the isotropic
phase (see, e.g., [25] and references therein); instead of the
low-molecular weight uniaxial nematic, one can use smec-
tics and chiral nematics, polymers, etc. The nanosecond
switching of optical properties of liquid crystals opens a
new chapter in the fundamental science and applications of
these materials.
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